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I am dealing with Messianic myth, graphically designated as U. This U marks the descent, the suffering
in the abyss of humanity and redeeming output back, as can be read in the Apostolic confession of faith.
This path is undergoing God in several mythologies, God's representative, or the divine king. The work
covers issues of archetypal, universality, and continuity of the myth in various religious systems in
history. I ask also enquire for his ethical and anthropological meaning and significance. The following is
mapped sense of archetype of descending God, natural vegetative mythology, as in Christianity and
Luria´s Kabbalah . It is not possible to miss the interpretation of myth, an archetype of consciousness
and unconsciousness. I am trying to highlight here the importance of myth U in relationship to the
creation and his theology. The result of this work should be an overview of possible reflections of the
myth U in different mythologies and today´s man faith. I am going to try to prove its continuity and
meaningfulness of relating the man to God.
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